WHY MAPS?

Why do we use maps?
what is its purpose?

- visualize information
- easier to see
- we are convinced that a map is the best way of showing something
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For what to use it for?

Map of 1 person's life timeline...

What if WP is the map

Fractal view

If I get all details of 1 person's life in WP, march, does it describe the mini WP map?

Post hoc ergo propter hoc

1. Create a new (false?) story
2. or not correlation, (implication of things, not relationship between)
OF A PERSON'S LIFE → 1 DAY IN THE LIFE OF IRON D.
500 pg of 1 person for 1 day

- The Feltron
- Ulysses → Map onto Dublin
Joyce's letters to Aunt for precision of his literary mapping

17th CENTURY
Everyone is just sitting down & writing books
to describe the world anew
(Just invented the universe)

POST HOC ERGO PROPER HOC
by info LEFT OUT
We create the story / correlation / causation

FOR SALE, BABY SHOES, NEVERWORN.

LETTERS BETWEEN JOYCE & HIS AUNT AS SEEN BY THE PRESIDENT
DESCARTES AS HE IS TUTTOING AN AUSTRIAN GUY IN SIBERIA ON ULYSSES

TRIANGULAR VIEW